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In this paper, we consider finite simple graphs. 
A linear forest is a forest whose components are paths. Akiyama, Exoo and 
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Abstract 
Aldred, R.E.L., B. Jackson, D. Lou and A. Saito, Partitioning regular graphs into 
equicardinal linear forests, Discrete Mathematics 88 (1991) l-9. 
It is a well-known fact that the linear arboricity of a k-regular graph is [(k + 1)/2] for k = 3, 4. 
In this paper, we prove that if the number of edges of a k-regular graph is divisible by 
[(k + 1)/2], then its edge set can be partitioned into [(k + 1)/2] linear forests, all of which 
have the same number of edges (k = 3,4). 
Harary [l] proved that the edge set of a 3-regular graph can be partioned into two 
linear forests. 
Theorem A (Akiyama, Exoo and Harary [l]). Every 3-regular graph G has a 
partition (F,, I$) of E(G) such that both (V(G), F,) and (V(G), F,) are linear 
forests. 
Akiyama, Exoo and Harary [2] also proved that the edge set of a 4-regular 
graph can be partitioned into three linear forests. 
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Theorem B (Akiyama, Exoo and Harary [2]). Every 4-regular graph G has a 
partition (F,, F2, F,) of E(G) such that every (V(G), 6) is a linear forest 
(i = 1, 2, 3). 
On the other hand, in [4] there is a conjecture that if the number of edges of a 
3-regular graph is even (i.e. its order is divisible by 4), then E(G) can be 
partitioned into two isomorphic linear forests. 
Conjecture A ([4]). Let G be a 3-regular graph with [E(G)1 =O (mod2). Then 
there exists a partition (F,, F,) of E(G) such that (V(G), F,) and (V(G), F,) are 
isomorphic linear forests. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following extensions of Theorem A 
and Theorem B. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a 3-regular graph with IE(G)( = 0 (mod 2). Then there exists 
a partition (F,, F2) of E(G) such that both (V(G), F,) and (V(G), F,) are linear 
forests and IFI1 = (61. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a 4-regular graph with I E(G)1 = 0 (mod 3). Then there exists 
a partition (F,, F2, F3) of E(G) such that every (V(G), F) is a linear forest 
(i = 1,2,3) and I&I= l&l= 141. 
Note that Theorem 1 lies between Theorem A and Conjecture A. 
Let G be a graph and F c E(G). When there is no fear of confusion, we 
identify F with the subgraph of G induced by F (which is the subgraph obtained 
from (V(G), F) by removing isolated vertices). We denote the number of 
components of F by w(F). For x E V(G) we denote the degree of x in G by 
deg,(x), and the set of vertices adjacent to x in G by N,(x). The maximum 
degree and the minimum degree of G are denoted by A(G) and 6(G), 
respectively. For a nonnegative integer k and F c E(G), we say that F is a 
k-factor if F induces a k-regular spanning subgraph of G. We denote by Pk a path 
of k vertices. For other basic graph-theoretic notation, we refer the reader to [3]. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we first consider connected 
graphs G with A(G) s 3 and 6(G) = 2. 
Definition. Let G be a connected graph with maximum degree at most 3 and 
minimum degree (exactly) 2. Let (F,, F,) be a partition of E(G). 
(1) Suppose IW)I is even. Then (F,, F,) is said to be an admissible partition if 
it satisfies: 
(l-l) Both 4 and 4 are linear forests, 
(l-2) w(h) = w(h), and 
(l-3) deg,,(x) = deg&(x) = 1 for every vertex x E V(G) of degree 2. 
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(2) Suppose IW3I is odd. Then (F,, F,) is said to be an admissible partition if 
it satisfies: 
(2-l) Both Fi and Z$ are linear forests, 
(2-2) w(F,) = w(h), and 
(2-3) deg,,(x) = deg&) = 1 f or every vertex x E V(G) of degree 2 except for 
one vertex xc,. Furthermore, deg,,(x,,) = 2 and deg&J = 0. 
We use the following lemma to prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a connected graph with A(G) s 3 and 6(G) = 2. 
(1) lf [E(G)1 is even, then G has an admissible partition of E(G). 
(2) If JE(G)I is odd, then for every vertix x,) of degree 2 there exists an 
admissible partition (4, F2) such that deg,l(x,) = 2. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on lE(G)l. The lemma clearly holds when G is a 
cycle. Hence we may assume lE(G)l 2 4 and G is not a cycle. 
Case 1: lE(G)l is even. 
Since G is not a cycle, G has a vertex x of degree 3. Then G has a path 
x = a,, a,, . . . , a, =y such that x fy, deg,(x) = deg,(y) = 3 and deg,(a,) = 2 
for 1 <i S 1 - 1 (I 2 1). Let 
H= G-{a ,,..., a[_,}, ifZa2; 
1 G - aOalj if I = 1. 
Then 6(H) = 2 and A(H) s 3. We consider two subcases. 
Subcase 1.1: H is connected. Suppose lE(H)l is even. Then H has an admissible 
partition (FI, F$ by the induction hypothesis. Let w(F;) = w(F$) = w. Since 
IE(H)I = [E(G)1 - 1, 1 is even. Let 4 = FI U {aoaI, a2a3, . . . , aI-2aI-L} and 
Fz = Fk U {a1a2, a3a4, . . . , al-la,}. It is easy to see that (F,, F,) is an admissible 
partition with w(F,) = w(4) = w + l/2 - 1. 
Suppose IWOI is odd. This implies that I is odd. By the induction hypothesis 
H has an admissible partition (Fj, F;) such that deg,;(ao) = 2. Let FI = FL U 
{ 44, a3a4, . . . , aI_-2a,--1} and F2= F$,U {a,a,, a2a3, . . . , al_,al}. Then (F,, F,) 
is an admissible partition of G satisfying w(FJ = w(Fz) = w(Fi) + (1- 1)/2. 
Subcase 1.2: H is disconnected. In this case H has exactly two components 
HI, Hz. We may assume that a0 E V(H,) and al E V(H2). First, suppose 1 is even. 
This implies IE(H,)I = IE(H,)) (mod2). If both IE(H,)J and IE(H,)I are even, let 
(&, fi,,) be the admissible partition of Hi (i = 1, 2). Let 
and 
4 = F,,, U F2.i U {aoal, a2a3, . . . , (*l-2a1-1) 
F2 = F,,, U Q U {a1a2, a3a4, . . . , claJ. 
Then (F,, F,) is an admissible partition of G. If both IE(H,)I and lIZ( are odd, 
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let (4,,, F1,2) be an admissible partition of H1 such that degfi,,(a,) = 2, and let 
(F2,1, F&) be an admissible partition of Hz such that deg,, ,(a[) = 2. Let 
and 
4 = F,,, U F2,z U {~,a,, U3U4, . . . , Ul-la,> 
Then (F,, F,) is an admissible partition of G. 
Next, suppose I is odd. We may assume IE(H,)( is odd and IE(H,)I is even. Let 
(F,,,, F,,2) be an admissible partition of H1 such that deg,, ,(a”) = 2, and let 
(Q, F,,,) be an admissible partition of H2. Let F, = F,,, U F2,1 u 
{ 41u2,u3u4, . . . > u[-~u~-~} and F2 = F1,2 U F2,2 U {a,~,, u2u3, . . . , ~~_~a,}. Then 
(F,, F,) is an admissible partition of G. 
Case 2: IE(G)J is odd. 
Since G is not a cycle, there exists a trail T = a,, aI, . . . , al containing x0 such 
that deg,(u,) = deg,(q) = 3 and deg,(u,) = 2 (1 =Z i c 1 - 1, I > 2). If a, #a,, then 
T is a path, otherwise T is a cycle. Suppose x0 = uk. 
Subcase 2.1: T is a path. Let H= G- {a,, . . . , u,_~}. We consider two 
subcases. 
Subcuse 2.1.1: H is connected. Note [E(H)1 = [E(G)1 - 1. First, suppose 1 is 
odd. Then IE(H)( . IS even. We may assume that k is even. By the induction 
hypothesis, H has an admissible partition (F;, F;). Let 
and 
u2i-lu2i: l+ 
k f-l 
u2iu2,+,:-~i~- 
2 2 
F2 = F; U 
k-2 
U2iU2i+l: 0 ~ i ~ - 
2 
Then (F,, F2) is an admissible partition of G such that deg,,(x,) = 2. 
Next, suppose that both k and 1 are even. Then [E(H)1 is odd. By the induction 
hypothesis, H has an admissible partition (F;, F;) such that deg,,.(u,) = 2. Let 
Fl=Fi’J 
I 
U2i-lU2i: lSiS5 
I { 
k 1-2 
U u2iu2i+l:-<i<- 
2 2 
and 
F2=F;U UziUzi+l:O~i~- 
I 
k-2 
2 
k+2 1 
<is-. 
2 I 
Then (F,, 4) is an admissible partition of G such that deg,,(x,) = 2. 
Finally, suppose 1 is even and k is odd. By the induction hypothesis H has an 
admissible partition (F;, F;) such that degK(ul) = 2. Let 
and 
k-l 
U2iUzi+l:O~i~- 
2 
k+l 1 
Sic- 
2 
F2 = Fi U 
k-l 
u2i_lu2i: 1 c i s - 
2 
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Then (4, FJ is an admissible partition of G such that deg,,(..x,) = 2. 
Subcase 2.1.2: H is disconnected. In this case, H has exactly two components 
H, and Hz. We may assume that HI contains a, and Hz contains a,. 
First, suppose 1 is even. Then IE(H)( is odd. We may assume IE(H,)I is odd 
and lIZ( is even. Let (F;,,, F;,J be an admissible partition of HI such that 
degF;,,(a”) = 2, and let (Fi,,, F;,J be an admissible partition of Hz. If k is even, 
then let 
F,=F;,,UF;,lU a,i,a,;:l~i~~ 1 1 1 1-2 u a,ia*j+,:+- 2 I 
and 
F2=F;,2UF;,2U 
k-2 
~,~a~~+,:Osi~------ 
2 
If k is odd, then let 
F, = Fi,* U F;,, U 
I 
k-l 
aziazi+,: 0 c i < - 
k+l 1 
2 
Ci<- 
2 I 
and 
F2 = Fi,, U F4,2 U 
k-l 
a2i_la2i: 1 <i <--- 
k+l 
2 
a2ia2i+l:-~i~- 
2 
Then in either case (F,, F,) is an admissible partition such that deg,,(n,) = 2. 
Next suppose that 1 is odd. Then we may assume k is even. In this case IE(H)I 
is even. Therefore, both IE(H,)I and lE(H,)l are even, or both IE(H,)I and 
lE(H,)( are odd. First, suppose both lIZ( and lE(H,)l are even. Let (F;,, F;,) 
be an admissible partition of H, (i = 1, 2). Let 
F,= 
and 
F,= 
F;,,UF;,,U ~,~-,a~~:l~i~~ 
1 1 I 
k l-l 
U a,ia,,+,:-~i~- 
2 2 > 
1 
k-2 
Fi,2UF;,2U U2ia2i+l:OCid- 
I 1 
k+2 
2 
U a2i-la2i: -C i < - 
2 
Then (4, 6) is an admissible partition such that deg,,(x,) = 2. 
Next suppose both IE(H,)I and IE(H,)I are odd. Let (F;,l, F;,2) be an 
admissible partition of HI such that deg,;,,(ao) = 2 and let (Fi,,, F;,,) be an 
admissible partition of Hz such that deg,;,,(a,) = 2. Let 
Fl=Fi,1UFa,zU a~,_,u,.:l~i~~ 
k l-l 
a,ia,i+,:-<i~- 
2 2 
and 
F2=FI,2UFi,1U 
k-2 
a2ia2i+l:O~i~- 
2 
Then (F,, F2) is an admissible partition of G such that deg,,(.qJ = 2. 
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Subcase 2.2: T is a cycle. In this case, we extend the trail T into T’ = 
a,, al, . . . , at(= ao), ar+I, at+2, . . . , a, so that deg,(ai) = 2 if 1 <i s 1 - 1 or 
1+ 1s i S m - 1 and deg,(aO) = deg,(a,) = 3. Obviously a, # ao. Let x0 = ak. 
First, suppose k is even. Let 
k 
F;‘= azi_,av:lSiS-- 
2 
k 
azi_,au:-+l<iS 
2 
, 
and H’ = G - {a,, . . . , a,_,}. Note lE(H’)I = IE(G)I -m and H’ is connected. 
If m is odd, then IE(H’)I is even. By the induction hypothesis H’ has an 
admissible partition (Fi, Fk). Let F1 U F; U F;’ and F2 = F; U F;. Then (F,, F,) is 
an admissible partition of G such that degfi(xo) = 2. 
If m is even, then IE(H’)I is odd. Let (F;, Fi) be an admissible partition of G 
such that deg,;(a,) = 2. Let FI = Fi U F:, F2 = F; U Fl. Then (F,, F,) is an 
admissible partition of G such that deg,,(x,) = 2. 
Next assume k is odd. Let 
k-l 
a2ia2i+,:O~i~2 
and 
k-l 
F$= a2i_la2i: 1 c i s - 
2 
If m is odd, then IE(H’)I is even. Let (Fi, F;) be an admissible partition of H’. 
Then (F{ U F:, Fi U Fi) is an admissible partition of G such that deg,,(x,) = 2. If 
m is even, then IE(H’)I is odd. Let (F;, F$ be an admissible partition of H’ such 
that deg,;(a,) = 2. Then (Fi U F;‘, F; U Fl) is an admissible partition of G such 
that deg,,(xo) = 2. 0 
The assumption that G is connected in Lemma 1 cannot be removed. A disjoint 
union of two or more odd cycles has no admissible partition. 
We now establish Theorem 1 by proving the following stronger result. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a 3-regular graph. 
(1) Lf lE(G)I . IS even, then there exists a partition (F,, F,) of E(G) such that 
I&I = 141 and both 4 and l$ are linear forests. 
(2) If [E(G)1 is odd, then there exists a partition (F,, F,) such that IFI1 = IF21 + 1 
and both FI and F2 are linear forests. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on IE(G)(. If IE(G)I = 6, then G is a complete 
graph of order 4 and the theorem follows. So suppose (E(G)1 2 9. 
First, suppose G is disconnected. Let G, be one of the components of G. Let 
G2 = G - G,. If both IE(G)I and IE(G,)I are even, the theorem follows easily by 
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the induction hypothesis. If JE(G)I is even and IE(G,)I is odd, then IE(G,)I is 
odd. Then Gi has a partition (E,,, &,,) such that l&l = I&l + 1 and both E:,r and 
Z$,z are linear forests (i = 1, 2). Then (F,,, U F2,2, FI,2 U F,,,) is a partition which 
satisfies (1). We can prove (2) similarly. 
Now we may assume that G is connected. Take x E V(G) so that G -x is 
connected. Let N&X) = {x1, x2, x3}. 
First, we prove (1). The graph G’ satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1, and 
IE(G’)( is odd. Let (F,‘, F$ be an admissible partition of E(G’) such that 
deg&J = 2. Let FI = Fi U {xx3} and F2 = F; U {xxi, xxz}. Then regardless of 
adjacency among {xi, x2, x3}, both FI and Fz are linear forests and w(F,) = 
w(FJ = w(F,‘). Since both FI and F2 are spanning subgraphs of G, we have 
El = El- 
Next, we prove (2). Let (F;, F;) be an admissible partition of E(G’). Since 
each xi is an endvertex of F; (1. i < c 3), all of {x1, x2, x3} cannot be contained in 
the same path of F;. We may assume x2 and x3 are contained in different paths in 
F;. Let fi = Fi U {xx2, xx3} and F2 = F; U {xx,}. Then both FI and F2 are linear 
forests of G, w(K)= w(F;)- 1, w(h)= w(F$ and hence w(F,)= w(h)- 1. 
Again, since both F, and F2 are spanning, IFI1 = IF21 + 1. Therefore, the theorem 
holds. Cl 
Next, we consider 4-regular graphs. We use the following lemma, which is an 
immediate corollary of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a (possibly disconnected) graph with A(G) s 3 and S(G) = 2. 
If (E(G)1 is even, then G has a partition (F,, F2) of E(G) such that both FI and F2 
are linear forests and Ifi1 = lF21. 
Now we prove the following theorem, which is stronger than Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4. Let G be a 4-regular graph. Then G has a partition (F,, 4, F,) of 
E(G) such that every F is a linear forest (i = 1, 2, 3) and 11Fl - IF;-11 s 1 for all 
i, j, lsi, js3. 
Proof. Note that IE(G)I =2)V(G)I. We first consider the case [E(G)1 =O 
(mod 3). Then IV(G)1 = 0 (mod 3), say IV(G)1 = 3k. Then IE(G)I = 6k. 
First, we claim that G has a spanning linear forest F of G such that IFI 2 2k. 
Since G is 4-regular, G has a 2-factor I;,. Trivially, Ifi,/ = IV(G)1 = 3k. Let the 
components of F0 be Cr, . . . , C,. Then IV(G)1 = Cizl IV(Ci)l>3r, and hence 
r < k. Choose one edge ei from C, (1 s i S r) and let F = F;, - {e,, e2, . . . , e,}. 
Then F is a spanning linear forest and JFI = IF01 - r = 3k - r 2 2k. 
Now we take a spanning linear forest FI of G with IF,1 2 2k so that IFI1 is 
minimum. We claim IFI1 = 2k. Assume, to the contrary, that IFI1 2 2k + 1. If F, 
has a path P of length at least 3 as its component, say P = a,,, a,, . . . , at (I 2 3), 
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then Fl - u1u2 is also a spanning linear forest. This contradicts the minimality of 
Fl. So every component of Fl is isomorphic to Pz or P3. So we can write 
Fl = xP2 UyP3 for some nonnegative integer x and y. Since Fl is spanning, 
3k = IV(G)1 = 2x + 3y. Then 
IFI1 =x + 2y = $(;x + 3y) = $(3k - ix) = 2k - jx s 2k. 
This is a contradiction, and the claim follows. 
Now we consider G’ = G - Fl. Then A(G’) ~3 and lE(G’)I = 4k. Since the 
number of edges of a l-factor of G is ;k, Fl is not a l-factor. Hence 6(G’) = 2. 
Then by Lemma 2, G’ has a partition (F,, F3) such that both F2 and F3 are linear 
forests and lFzl = IF31 = 2k. Then (F,, F2, F3) satisfies the desired condition. 
If I,!?(G)1 = 1 (mod 3), then we can write IV(G)1 = 3k - 1 and IE(G)I = 6k - 2, 
for some integer k. Then by the argument similar to those in the previous 
paragraphs, it is proved that G has a spanning linear forest F with JFI = 2k. Then 
by Lemma 2 we find a desired partition. The proof is similar for the case 
[E(G)1 = 2 (mod 3). 0 
Finally, we give an alternative proof to Theorem 3, which uses Theorem A. 
Alternative Proof of Theorem 3. We give the proof of (1). The proof of (2) is 
similar and hence is omitted. By Theorem A, G has a partition (F,, F2) of E(G) 
such that both Fl and F2 are linear forests. We may assume that IFI1 2 (Fzl. We 
take this partition (F,, 4) so that IFI1 - l&l is minimum. We claim that IFI1 = IFJ. 
Assume, to the contrary, that IFi1 > 141. Then IFiI 2 IF21 + 2 since IE(G)l is 
even. If Fl has a path P of length at least 4 as its component, say P = 
ao, a,, a21 * * . > a, (I 2 4), then consider (F, - {ulu2}, F2 U {u,u2}). Trivially, Fl - 
{u1u2} is a linear forest. Hence F2U {u1u2} is not a linear forest because of the 
minimality of IFI1 - lF*l. Since deg&(u,) = degfi(u,) = 1, this implies that a, and u2 
are endvertices of the same path of F2. Then Fl - {u2u3} and F2 U {u2u3} are 
linear forests, which contradicts the minimality of IFI1 - IF21. Therefore, all 
components of Fl are paths of length at most 3. Hence IFI1 6 3w(F,). Since Fl is a 
spanning (linear) forest of G, w(F,) = IV(G)1 - IFII. Hence 
IFI\ d 3w(F,) = 3lV(G)I - 3(&I. 
However, since G is 3-regular, 2 IE(G)( = 3 IV(G)l, and I&I c 2 IE(G)I - 3 jF,I, 
or IF,1 s 4 IE(G)I. This is a contradiction since IF21 < IFI1 and IFI1 + IF21 = IE(G)I. 
Therefore, the theorem follows. 0 
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